
 

 

Beauty Surrounds – Geography 
We are going to be having a look at different types of settlements and how 
Morecambe has changed over the years. When looking at place there are 
several different things you can observe. These fall under two categories. 
Physical geography which looks at things that are naturally already there 
such as rocks and rivers and human geography which is anything to do with 
people such as population or pollution. 
Settlements are places where people live and sometimes work.  
Discover more about settlements here: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx72pv4/articles/zrbvjhv 
Look at these maps. What differences can you see?  
Are there any map symbols that appear on both maps? Do some only 
appear on one? See what you can find. Can you remember anything from 
one we previously looked at these maps? Can you list some changes to the 
human geography of Morecambe over the last 100 years? 
Morecambe 1890s PDF 
Morecambe 2020 PDF 
See how Morecambe’s physical and human geography used to overlap: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aefFB4KXZWo 
See examples of Morecambe’s human geography and parts of 
Morecambe’s past that are still standing today: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-Wetb0LFNw 
 

Beauty Surrounds – History 
We are going to use different sources such as film and 
photos to find out about the past. 
Have a look at the following pictures which were taken 
around 100 years ago. 
Past photos of Morecambe 
You can find more photos at: 
https://www.francisfrith.com/uk/morecambe/photos 
You can also have a look at the following clip which shows a 
panoramic view of Morecambe sea front in 1901: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLRQ8ElrEoU 
Look carefully at these photographs and clip. 
How has our coastline and promenade changed? 
Look at the old photographs of Morecambe. What’s 
different? What’s the same?  
Has transport changed? Do people dress the same? Are the 
landmarks the same as they were 100 years ago? Do the 
beach and promenade look better or worse now? 
Under the headings then and now, note the changes you can 
see in the areas mentioned above or use this worksheet 
Past and present worksheet PDF 

Beauty Surrounds – Art 
Have a look at these paintings of Morecambe prom done by artist 
Linda Page. She is a local artist and you will find her beautiful paintings 
in many places in Morecambe. 
Linda Page paintings pdf 
You can find more of her paintings including ones of the Midland at 
www.lindapage.co.uk  
 
Have a walk along Morecambe Prom (if safe to do so) and see if you 
can spot any of the places she has painted. Take some of your own 
photos of the bay.  
Once you get home use your own photos or Linda Page’s paintings to 
do your own water colour landscape of the bay. Can you do it in the 
same style as Linda Page. Use the paints that you have in your pack.  
Think about how adding different amounts of water can change the 
tone of the colour. Try blending similar colours to show gradual colour 
change.  

Beauty Surrounds – Music 
Listen to the first piece of music from the following link 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/3Fm3H66YnxNZslLrSX3m
Mvh/top-six-sea-pieces 
This piece of music was written by a composer called Mendelssohn 
who embarked on a tour of Europe at the age of 20. During his tour he 
experienced some very rough seas and wrote his wonderful piece to 
represent his experience of the seas and landscapes. 
Which instruments can you hear? 
Do you like this music or not? Why? 
How does it make you feel? 
How does it remind you of the coast and the sea? 
Does it remind you of a rough or calm sea? 

Nature Astounds -Geography 
Morecambe Bay is notorious for its quicksand and fast moving tides (it is 
said that the tide can come in “as fast as a horse can run” 

What is a tide? Read the following information we have put together on 
tides. 

Tides Information 

Now lets test your knowledge! Can you get 10/10 on the following quiz?  

https://www.ducksters.com/science/quiz/ocean_tides_questions.php 
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Beauty Surrounds, Health Abounds and 

Nature Astounds 

Health Abounds – PE / Well-being 

We are going to have a look at the positive benefits of living by the sea. 
What are the health giving aspects of the seaside? 
What are the benefits of the sea, sun, sea air and waves? 
How could swimming improve your physical and mental health? 
How does sitting on the beach listening to the waves make you feel? 
Why could a walk along the beach make you feel better? 
Use the following template to note down some ideas using your 
senses. 
Seaside senses poetry frame 
Now can you use these ideas to write your own senses poem linked to 
the benefits of living near the sea? 
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